Scientists are exploring elastic and soft forms of robots, electronic skin and energy harvesters, dreaming to mimic nature and to enable novel applications in wide fields, from consumer and mobile appliances to biomedical systems, sports and healthcare. All conceivable classes of materials with a wide range of mechanical, physical and chemical properties are employed, from liquids and gels to organic and inorganic solids. Functionalities never seen before are achieved. In this review we discuss soft robots which allow actuation with several degrees of freedom. We show that different actuation mechanisms lead to similar actuators, capable of complex and smooth movements in 3d space. We introduce latest research examples in sensor skin development and discuss ultraflexible electronic circuits, light emitting diodes and solar cells as examples. Additional functionalities of sensor skin, such as visual sensors inspired by animal eyes, camouflage, self-cleaning and healing and on-skin energy storage and generation are briefly reviewed. Finally, we discuss a paradigm change in energy harvesting, away from hard energy generators to soft ones based on dielectric elastomers. Such systems are shown to work with high energy conversion, making them potentially interesting for harvesting mechanical energy from human gait, winds and ocean waves.

1. Introduction

We are surrounded by soft matter, materials in a variety of physical and chemical states that are easily deformed when exposed to external stimuli. Have a look at our human hand, a soft endoskeleton-based machine with which we easily manipulate, rotate and reposition objects by moving thumb and fingers together without even actively thinking.[1] Imagine human skin – a great example of an ultra-compliant large area electronic circuit, sensitive to touch, temperature changes, humidity and many other environmental stimuli.[2] Scientists are inspired by the apparent simplicity and true complexity of nature, dreaming to mimic nature to create a world of engineered soft matter devices.

It is impossible to cover all high technology applications of soft materials in a single paper. Instead of challenging the task of a complete review of current soft matter research, we rather wish to highlight a few areas of currently on-going cross-disciplinary research with unusual materials science aspects, applying soft materials in situations where hard materials alone will fail. We hope that the discussions presented here will lead to an exchange of ideas between different research communities and to new incentives for future work. In section 2 we briefly discuss soft robots with multiple degrees of freedom based on elastomeric materials. Section 3 summarizes recent research on ultrathin electronic sensor skin, solar cells and light emitting diodes, visual sensors, camouflage, self-cleaning and -healing, and on-skin energy storage. These emerging technologies promise applications in diverse fields from architectural design, consumer and mobile electronic appliances, biomedical systems, healthcare and sports and will help soft robots to appropriately operate in unexpected situations and unstructured environments. In section 4 we will discuss a paradigm shift in energy generation, away from traditionally hard generators towards soft ones based on elastomers; potentially useful for harvesting mechanical energy from renewable energy sources. We currently see new developments in those selected fields at a breath-taking speed, indicating a bright future for applied soft materials research.

2. Soft Robots

Robots employed in manufacturing are usually designed to be stiff; composed of rigid materials like alloys, metals, and magnets, they are perfect for repetitive work due to their fast, precise and strong operation. The natural world is different, ranging from the fully soft-bodied octopus to living beings with
In the last decades the field of soft robots came into the view of materials scientists, enabling the development of new materials for actuation, including shape-memory materials,[9] ionic liquids and polymers,[9] polyelectrolyte gels,[6] electro-active polymers,[7] and carbon nanotubes.[8] In this review we only focus on two actuation schemes to illustrate the multi-degree of freedom actuation capabilities of soft robots. The first actuation mechanism rests upon dielectric elastomers – an example of an electro-active polymer,[7b,c] the second relies on pneumatic networks of channels in elastomers,[7a] which inflate very stiff endo- (e.g. humans) or exoskeletons (insects for example).

Figure 1 illustrates two extremes of robots, hard robots with at least one actuator for each joint, and soft robots with actuators typically integrated and distributed throughout the robot’s structure.[9a] Robots are dexterous, able to monitor and precisely control position in space, they should be able to manipulate and load objects. Detailed information on the robotic aspects is given in two recent reviews.[9b,c]

In the last decades the field of soft robots came into the view of materials scientists, enabling the development of new materials for actuation, including shape-memory materials,[9] ionic liquids and polymers,[9] polyelectrolyte gels,[6] electro-active polymers,[7] and carbon nanotubes.[8] In this review we only focus on two actuation schemes to illustrate the multi-degree of freedom actuation capabilities of soft robots. The first actuation mechanism rests upon dielectric elastomers – an example of an electro-active polymer,[7b,c] the second relies on pneumatic networks of channels in elastomers,[7a] which inflate very stiff endo- (e.g. humans) or exoskeletons (insects for example).

Figure 1 illustrates two extremes of robots, hard robots with at least one actuator for each joint, and soft robots with actuators typically integrated and distributed throughout the robot’s structure.[9a] Robots are dexterous, able to monitor and precisely control position in space, they should be able to manipulate and load objects. Detailed information on the robotic aspects is given in two recent reviews.[9b,c]

The developed computational code can be embedded in commercial finite element software. The modelling is based on a general, nonlinear electromechanical theory of dielectric elastomers.[12b] Figure 2b illustrates the challenges in mechanically modelling soft robots with distributed actuation.[12a] They also require distributed sensory feedback in the practical design of soft robots.
The mechanism is different to the robotic element in Figure 2a, the behaviours of the grippers are very similar. From a technological point of view, the fabrication relies on concepts well known in soft lithography and micro-fluidics, namely: formation of channels in elastomers. Critical for the success of the PneuNet technology are adhesives that strongly bond different elastomeric layers and facilitate fabrication. The PneuNet gripper is shown to be able to safely grip sensitive objects, like an uncooked egg. Multi-gait soft robots,[9b] robotic tentacles[9c] and soft robots powered by chemical explosions[9d] were reported by the same research group.

There are many other possibilities to produce grippers, such as jamming of granular material.[13] The materials science aspect in soft robots is manifold, from the development of new materials towards the combination of largely different materials. One example are elastomeric origami, where paper and elastomers are combined to form pneumatic actuators.[14] In dielectric elastomer research, materials are needed with a wide range of elastic moduli, combined with very low viscosity and electrical conductivity, high dielectric constant and breakdown strength. Additionally stretchable conductors are required which do not significantly impart the mechanics of the actuator. Detailed reviews on dielectric elastomer actuators[15] and on stretchable conducting electrodes are available[16]; therefore we selected only a few recent actuator and material developments published the last and this year to highlight impulses for future research.

Instabilities in dielectric elastomer actuators under applied voltage were used to achieve a voltage triggered actuation with a huge area expansion of around 1700%.[17a,b] The wrinkling instability of dielectric elastomer actuators under large electric fields was exploited in a twist actuator that produced in-plane rotation.[17c] Larger voltage triggered deformation was achieved with a dielectric elastomer under equibiaxial loading with a dead load. The use of dead load suppressed electrical breakdown, which enabled the elastomer actuator to survive the snap-through electromechanical instability.[17d] The development of soft robots with large stroke actuation enabled by instabilities in elastomeric systems seems to be an urgent task for future research. Programmable bi-stable elastomer actuators with shape memory were developed based on interpenetrating polymer networks,[18a] featuring compliant silver nanowire-polymer composite electrodes.[18b] Applications of such systems may occur in Braille displays. PDMS appears to be promising for dielectric elastomer actuators, being less...
viscous than acrylic rubbers,\textsuperscript{[19a]} exhibiting long lifetime and fault-tolerance when used with self-clearing carbon nanotube compliant electrodes.\textsuperscript{[19b]} Organically modified silicone polyurethane networks promise tailored dielectric elastomer materials.\textsuperscript{[19c]} Cross-linked carbon black/PDMS conducting elastomer electrodes,\textsuperscript{[20a]} self-healing printable, stretchable and conductive composites of graphite nanoplatelets in silicone,\textsuperscript{[20b]} and ultra-stretchable conductors based on liquid metals and cross-linked thermoplastic elastomer gels\textsuperscript{[20c]} mark some developments in stretchable electrodes. There is still significant room for improvement of materials to meet industrial requirements regarding lifetime and fault-tolerance, which are essential for applications in actual robotic devices. What about biodegradable dielectric elastomers? This would enable soft robots to ultimately behave like natural beings at the end of their life-span.

The PneuNet approach resulted in a series of soft robot demonstrators, where the design is mostly based on intuition.\textsuperscript{[9a-d]} Material development is an apparent issue; for example adhesives that allow bonding of different elastomeric layers.\textsuperscript{[20]} Some of the materials developed for dielectric elastomers may also be useful in PneuNet robots. A strong focus of future research should be on the underlying mechanics and physics of PneuNets, with the development of standard procedures for robot testing. Being based on the inflation of balloon like cavities, instabilities may occur in PneuNets, with the development of standard procedures for actuator testing. Being based on the inflation of balloon like cavities, instabilities may occur in PneuNets, which ultimately may be exploited for actuators with large actuation strokes, as was shown with dielectric elastomers.

3. Sensor Skin

Flexible and stretchable electronic skin is the next ubiquitous platform.\textsuperscript{[21]} The history, present and potential future of electronic skin has been thoroughly reviewed this year in this journal.\textsuperscript{[21]} Skin is stretchable, and so electronic skin should also be stretchable. Many research groups concentrated their work on the tactile sensing abilities of our skin, but skin has many more functions helping us to respond properly to surroundings varying unpredictably. Although stretchable electronics is a rather new field of research, there are already many reviews available, summarizing the state-of-the-art in the field until 2012.\textsuperscript{[22]} In this chapter we briefly discuss most recent developments in ultrathin electronic skin\textsuperscript{[23–25]} in light emitting diodes and displays\textsuperscript{[26–28]} and conformable solar cells.\textsuperscript{[29–31]} We also discuss visual systems, which are interesting due to their ability to match nonplanar image sources, or their wide fields of view. Camouflage, self-cleaning and healing are further properties of many animals, ultimately helping them to adapt to and survive in their respective environment. Mimicking such structures technically poses challenging research questions in materials science with potential for new products and applications.

3.1. Ultrathin Electronic Skin

Scientists are interested in the extremes; they are encouraged to raise questions such as “how flexible” and “how light” electronics can be. Conformable sensors, biodegradable electronics and rollable displays require highly flexible electronic circuits.

Figure 3 illustrates important steps toward ultra-flexibility of electronic devices. Figure 3a displays organic transistors on plastic films enabling bending down to a radius of 100 μm. Reprinted with permission.\textsuperscript{[21a]} Copyright 2010, Macmillan Publishing Ltd. (b) Epidermal electronic systems with releasable connectors directly on skin Reprinted with permission.\textsuperscript{[24b]} Copyright 2013, Wiley-VCH. (c) Ultrathin silicon circuits on plastic films. Reprinted with permission.\textsuperscript{[23]} Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society. (d) Imperceptible tactile sensor film that can be crumpled like a piece of paper. Reprinted with permission.\textsuperscript{[23b]} Copyright 2013, Macmillan Publishing Ltd.

Figure 3. Examples of ultrathin and flexible electronic circuits. (a) Organic transistor circuits on plastic films enabling bending down to a radius of 100 μm. Reprinted with permission.\textsuperscript{[21a]} Copyright 2010, Macmillan Publishing Ltd. (b) Epidermal electronic systems with releasable connectors directly on skin Reprinted with permission.\textsuperscript{[24b]} Copyright 2013, Wiley-VCH. (c) Ultrathin silicon circuits on plastic films. Reprinted with permission.\textsuperscript{[23]} Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society. (d) Imperceptible tactile sensor film that can be crumpled like a piece of paper. Reprinted with permission.\textsuperscript{[23b]} Copyright 2013, Macmillan Publishing Ltd.
emitting diodes on ultrathin polymer film substrates. Such compatible and degradable. Inspiration from nature triggered electronics, where all parts of the electronic circuits are biocompatible, for example to record neuronal activities. There are now many reports of electronics coupled to living organisms, for example to record neuronal activities. Not surprising, there are now many reports of electronics coupled to living organisms, for example to record neuronal activities. The currently available library of materials allows for device fabrication in organic and hybrid systems with an unprecedented level of system complexity, however, the way to the market still seems to be long.

3.2. LEDs and Solar Cells

Active matrix organic light emitting diode displays have successfully entered the market for mobile appliances and may be the next generation TVs, replacing liquid crystals. In the natural world, plants use light for energy generation and many animals use light for communication. Taken as examples from nature, they inspired work to develop stretchable forms of light emitting diodes and solar cells.

Figure 4 displays stretchable light emitting diodes and solar cells. Figure 4a shows arrays of interconnected ultrathin inorganic AlInGaP light-emitting diodes on stretchable substrates. The devices are waterproof and may enable applications on gloves, catheters, clinical medicine and robotics. Figure 4b illustrates polymer-based light-emitting electrochemical cells with electrodes consisting of a network of conducting carbon nanotubes embedded in a polymer host. When heated up to 70 °C, the light emitting cell is intrinsically stretchable to an extent of 45 %. Figure 4c displays organic polymer light emitting diodes on ultrathin polymer film substrates. Such PLEDs can be crumpled, they become stretchable when laminated on a pre-stretched elastomer. Upon relaxation of the elastomer the diodes wrinkle without noticeable device degradation.

Organic solar cells developed from a scientific curiosity to a technology close to the market. Efficiencies around 10% and lifetimes of thousands of hours mark the state of the art in the field. Making solar cells stretchable to enable on-electronic-skin energy generation is a technological challenge. Several research teams were able to show stretchable forms of solar cells. Inorganic thin GaAs based solar cells were employed with high area coverage on stretchable elastomeric substrates to form compliant solar cells (Figure 4d left image). The first stretchable organic solar cell used liquid metal alloy electrodes (Figure 4d middle image). Solar cells fabricated on ultrathin polymer film substrates show a high specific power of 10 W/g due to their ultra-lightweight structure (Figure 4d right image). Such solar cells become stretchable in a similar manner to the stretchable ultrathin light emitting diodes. Stretchable OLEDs and solar cells are still in a very infant state but they show promise in a wide range of applications spanning from robotics to clinical healthcare.

3.3. Tuneable Colors and Camouflage

Cephalopods, many insects, and chameleons are astonishing in their ability to change their coloration for camouflage. Only recently scientists started to replicate the color changing abilities of animals with soft systems, potentially enhancing the function of robots and prosthetics. Nature offers many ways to obtain structural colours, which inspired scientists to develop biomimetic photonic materials with tunable structural colors. Figure 5 shows examples of tunable colors, which may be used to camouflage soft machines. Figure 5a shows a rubberlike elastic hydrogel with microdomains of bilayers periodically stacked into the polymer network. The hydrogel is able to tune color reversibly over the entire visible spectrum. Immediate applications arise in strain sensors able to detect local strains optically by means of color changes. Figure 5b displays an example of an electrically controlled structural color. In this work, polymer opals are combined with dielectric elastomers to produce voltage-tunable colors on large scale. Figure 5c shows a very interesting application of the surface wrinkling of elastomeric coatings. In the flat state, the elastomer is transparent, in the wrinkled state the elastomer becomes translucent. The wrinkled state is induced by applying a voltage across the elastomer coating. Practical applications may arise in smart switchable glass windows. The most advanced demonstration of a camouflage system is depicted in Figure 5d. The Figure shows a soft robot with microfluidic channels embedded in elastomers. When filled with coloured liquids the soft robot is able to adapt to different surroundings. By using liquids of different temperatures it is possible to camouflage the object in the infrared and/or visible spectral range.

Tunable structural colours are perfect playgrounds for nanotechnology, enabling the construction of a wide range of nanoarchitectures. When combined with different actuation schemes, such adjustable colours open applications in the camouflage
There are reviews available on self-healing polymers, so the following discussion is very brief with few selected examples of self-healing elastic materials.

**Figure 6** shows examples of self-cleaning and -healing demonstrators. Figure 6a illustrates the self-cleaning of elastomer surfaces. An applied electric field significantly deforms the elastomer surface (left image), and leads to detachment of biofilms (middle and right images before and after voltage application). The technique shows potential for anti-fouling applications. Inspired by such self-healing properties of rubbers researchers have taken the challenge to develop electrically and mechanically self-healing composites.**Figure 6** shows an example of a self-healing of soft machines. Alternative routes are in the further development of devices based on microfluidics, which may also be combined with dielectric elastomer actuators. Smart glass and windows with tunable colours may be an immediate application of such technologies.

### 3.4. Self-Cleaning and Self-Healing

Self-cleaning technology is quite new with the potential for broad applications from glass for windows, mobiles and TVs to solar cells; further developments include anti-smudge and anti-fouling as environmentally green technologies. In this review we have selected work describing an anti-fouling elastomeric surface. Self-cleaning and -healing are also features of plants and animals, and may be highly useful in electronic skin, robotics, healthcare and many other application areas.

There are reviews available on self-healing polymers, so the following discussion is very brief with few selected examples of self-healing elastic materials.

**Figure 6** shows examples of self-cleaning and -healing demonstrators. Figure 6a illustrates the self-cleaning of elastomer surfaces. An applied electric field significantly deforms the elastomer surface (left image), and leads to detachment of biofilms (middle and right images before and after voltage application). The technique shows potential for anti-fouling applications. Inspired by such self-healing properties of rubbers researchers have taken the challenge to develop electrically and mechanically self-healing composites. Figure 6c shows an example of a self-healing...
composite based on a supramolecular organic polymer with embedded nickel nanostructured microparticles. The composite reached conductivities up to 40 S/cm and healing was achieved after 15 s. The mechanical properties are completely restored after 10 minutes, potentially expanding the applicability of electronic skin systems. Figure 6d shows another example of a healable, semitransparent polymer composite conductor with embedded silver nanowires. The copolymer selected is formed from monomers with two maleimide groups and four furan groups. The image sequence in Figure 6d shows the composite conductor before cutting, after cutting and after healing at 110 °C for 3 min. Self-cleaning and healing are promising developments and the emerging technologies have obvious potential for applications in mobile and consumer devices, such as displays, in robots and also in healthcare and sports. Material design aspects should concentrate on room temperature healable materials, so that we might have complex self-repairing electronic circuits in the future.

3.5. Visual Sensors

Although not a direct part of skin, most developed living organisms have highly sophisticated visual systems; some of them are very different from our eye, a single-chambered camera with a retina and a single lens with an adjustable focal length. Insects have compound eyes with many lenses, in total—at least ten schemes are known how eyes form images. Figure 7 illustrates two examples of electrically controllable single lenses based on dielectric elastomers (a,b) and two distinct eyes, mimicking our single-chambered eye with a curved photodetector instead of a retina (c) and a compound eye, similar to the eyes of many insects (d).

Figure 7a shows a single fluid filled elastomeric lens with an annular elastomeric actuator working as an artificial muscle. When a voltage (between 1 to 3 kV) is applied to the annular actuator, the artificial muscle deforms the lens and changes the focal length. Advantages of the device are silent operation, compact size and low weight. Figure 7b shows a fluid filled elastomeric lens without any electrodes. This lens is driven by spraying electrical charges onto the elastomer by means of a corona discharge. The current disadvantage of this technique is the high voltage needed, but there are options to spray charges on elastomers by using carbon-nanotube field emitters. There is a multitude of ways to adjust the focal length of lenses and some systems are already on the market. We note here the dielectric elastomer lens of Optotune and the TAG lens of TAG optics. There are clear incentives for future research, such as the development of highly transparent and stretchable electrodes. The eye camera demonstrations in Figure 7c and d are inspired by the human eye and by the eyes of insects. The hemispherical eye camera in Figure 7c employs inorganic photodetector arrays on thin elastomeric membranes. The photodetector arrays reversibly deform into a hemispherical shape, with hydraulically adjustable radii of curvature. The device is combined with a hydraulically tunable, fluidic lens to form a model eye. The technology might be interesting for soft robots, enabling them to see, and also in areas where compact cameras with adjustable focus are required, for example in...
were demonstrated only recently.\textsuperscript{59–61} Figure 8 displays several stretchable battery concepts, starting with an electrochemical zinc carbon cell that could be stretched up to 100\% (Figure 8a).\textsuperscript{59a} The battery uses the chemically active elements in gel form, and a geometry with laterally arranged electrodes that prevents short circuits during mechanical stretching. An improvement of the technique is shown in Figure 8b where the current collectors are formed by textile meshes.\textsuperscript{60} The first stretchable and rechargeable Li-ion battery is illustrated in Figure 8c. This concept uses lithium ion batteries connected with self-similar serpentine interconnects, which are charged wireless. This rechargeable battery assembly showed extreme stretchability up to 300\%, with a capacity of 1 mAh/cm\textsuperscript{2}.\textsuperscript{61} Alkaline manganese batteries are also rechargeable, and the cell shown in Figure 8d uses this chemistry concept to build a stretchable energy storage element that withstood 700 mechanical stretch-relaxation cycles up to 25\% strain and more than 20 full charge-discharge cycles.\textsuperscript{59b} 3d printing seems to be a mobile phones or endoscopic imaging.\textsuperscript{56a} The demonstrator in Figure 7d combines elastomeric optical elements with deformable arrays of silicon photodetectors on elastic sheets that can be deformed to hemispherical shapes to form an insect-inspired eye with a wide-angle view.\textsuperscript{56b} There are clear visions for future research, by combining the technology illustrated in Figure 7c and d with the artificial muscle technology depicted in Figure 7a and b.

### 3.6. Batteries for Energy Storage

Soft robots and also stretchable electronic items need energy storage elements. There exist several ways to store electrical energy in stretchable electronic systems\textsuperscript{58}; here we solely discuss stretchable batteries and accumulators. Batteries are well-known components in electronics, so it may seem surprising that mechanically stretchable batteries were demonstrated only recently.\textsuperscript{59–61} Figure 8 displays several stretchable battery concepts, starting with an electrochemical zinc carbon cell that could be stretched up to 100\% (Figure 8a).\textsuperscript{59a} The battery uses the chemically active elements in gel form, and a geometry with laterally arranged electrodes that prevents short circuits during mechanical stretching. An improvement of the technique is shown in Figure 8b where the current collectors are formed by textile meshes.\textsuperscript{60} The first stretchable and rechargeable Li-ion battery is illustrated in Figure 8c. This concept uses lithium ion batteries connected with self-similar serpentine interconnects, which are charged wireless. This rechargeable battery assembly showed extreme stretchability up to 300\%, with a capacity of 1 mAh/cm\textsuperscript{2}.\textsuperscript{61} Alkaline manganese batteries are also rechargeable, and the cell shown in Figure 8d uses this chemistry concept to build a stretchable energy storage element that withstood 700 mechanical stretch-relaxation cycles up to 25\% strain and more than 20 full charge-discharge cycles.\textsuperscript{59b} 3d printing seems to be a

---

**Figure 6.** Self-cleaning and healing. (a) Voltage controlled dynamic topography surfaces based on dielectric elastomers for detaching bacterial biofilms. The electric field causes deformation of the elastomer surface (left image), which detaches over 95\% of the biofilm (middle and right image before and after deformation). Reprinted with permission.\textsuperscript{49a} Copyright 2013, Wiley-VCH. (b) Rubber composite healing at room temperature. The sequence of images shows cutting, joining, mending and stretching the rubber after healing. Reprinted with permission.\textsuperscript{52} Copyright 2008, Macmillan Publishing Ltd. (c) and (d) show two examples of electrically and mechanically self-healable polymer composites, in (c) the composite contains nickel microparticles \Reprinted with permission.\textsuperscript{53a} Copyright 2012 Macmillan Publishing Ltd.) in (d) silver nanowires to achieve electrical conductivity. Reprinted with permission.\textsuperscript{53b} Copyright 2013, Wiley-VCH.
promising tool for the fabrication of such stretchable battery systems. In a recent work interdigitated Li-ion microbatteries were fabricated by printing concentrated lithium oxide based inks. [62]

Future research in sensor skin will likely focus on the combination of the various elements described in this review. Sensor skin coupled with actuators allows proprioception in soft robots. Interactive input and control devices are imaginable by an electronic skin with haptic and/or optical feedback, potentially useful in control panels and clinical diagnostics tools. Fully autonomous systems will most likely have highly flexible and stretchable power sources integrated, as well as energy efficient computation systems to process the received stimuli.

4. Energy Harvesters
Whenever we think of electrical energy generation, constructs formed with rigid and stiff materials, for example electromagnetic energy generators, are the predominant
picture. With the use of dielectric elastomers as strongly deformable capacitors soft materials were suddenly considered as a base for energy generation. The state of the art in dielectric elastomer energy generation has been reviewed, so the final part of this paper aims to provide a flavor of soft matter energy generation discussing recent developments in the last two years. The idea behind dielectric elastomer energy generation is quite elementary. A dielectric elastomer with two compliant electrodes forms a mechanically deformable capacitor. When such a capacitor is stretched, its capacitance increases. When connected to a voltage source the capacitor is charged. Upon mechanical relaxation under open circuit conditions, charges are moved against the electrical field. Since the capacitance of the dielectric elastomer capacitor decreases, voltage increases and so does the electrical energy stored in the capacitor. In a simple way, the dielectric elastomer generator can be viewed as a charge pump, which pumps electrical charges from a low to a high potential. This fundamental and robust principle is at the heart of an emerging technology for the conversion of mechanical into electrical energy and is to a large extent based on soft materials.

Figure 9a displays in a sketch the paradigm shift for ocean wave energy harvesting, where a rigid harvester made of steel and concrete components like the Pelamis is compared with a soft generator based on rubber tubes. There is industrial interest to use such elastomeric tube capacitors for ocean wave energy harvesting (Figure 9b), because elastomers are well suited to the harsh conditions found in open sea water. Figure 9c displays an example of a soft energy generator for small scale energy harvesting. The most remarkable feature of this harvester is the sole use of soft materials, elastomers, plastic frames and soft electronics based on carbon black/oil conductors. The technology of dielectric elastomer energy harvesting is attractive because theoretical estimates indicate a large energy of conversion above 1 J/g. Energy of conversion is defined as electrical energy gained in a working cycle of the energy harvester. There are challenges that need to be solved before the technology will reach commercial maturity. In terms of material development it is necessary to identify the best-suited material. Newly developed dielectric elastomers must have excellent mechanical stretching properties with low viscous losses, they must display large rupture strain and slow mechanical fatigue combined with large dielectric permittivity and high dielectric breakdown strength. When operated in harsh environments, such as ocean water, dielectric elastomers must be chemically resistant and insensitive to swelling. We most likely do not even know all the material parameters that influence the performance of dielectric elastomer energy harvesters. Based on calculations, natural rubber seems to be a viable material candidate, but other materials like silicones and urethanes may also be considered as well. While the field is still in an infant state, experimentally a high energy of conversion from 0.12 J/g to more than 0.5 J/g was recently demonstrated.
5. Conclusion

The last few years have seen an explosion of soft matter based demonstrations in robotics, electronic skin and energy harvesters. Soft robots with smooth and highly complex multi-degree of freedom 3D actuation are a reality, as is extremely flexible, bendable and stretchable electronic skin. Stretchable solar cells use the light of the sun to generate electrical energy; stretchable displays enable visual communication with compliant electronics. Energy can be stored in batteries and accumulators. Electronic skins with self-cleaning, self-healing and camouflage functionality have been demonstrated. We hope this review helps to convince the reader that with the currently available science and technology we are at the verge of witnessing the demonstration of truly complex bionic systems, eventually similar to the android “Data”, the visionary character from Star Trek. Without much doubt, the future of soft matter research is bright, and this century may later be termed “the soft matter age”.
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